2018 Midterms: Science Won and Lost at the Ballot Box
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Not only did Americans vote on members of Congress this week, but citizens of several states also voted on various science- and health-related policy issues. How did those turn out?

It was a mixed bag. In some states, sensible science policy carried the day, while in others, head-scratching new laws were passed. First, the good:

**Colorado Proposition 112 was defeated.** In the Centennial State, environmental activists tried to push through Proposition 112, which would have greatly curtailed fracking in the state. Based on rather flimsy evidence, its proponents wanted to expand the size of "buffer zones," inside of which fracking would not be allowed. The initiative was so poorly written and so transparently anti-fracking that it garnered *bipartisan opposition* [2]. Thankfully, the voters of Colorado didn't fall for it, and the *initiative failed 57% to 43%* [3].

Now, the bad:

**Utah and Missouri approve medical marijuana.** I don't care if people want to blaze up a doobie. That's their decision as adults. But let's stop pretending that there is anything medical about marijuana. It's basically a cigarette that gets you high. If there are any health benefits to smoking marijuana, they are far, far outweighed by the *side effects* [4], including lung damage, cognitive impairment, dependence, and psychosis. Pot does not deserve a health halo.

**Florida bans workplace vaping... and offshore drilling.** This is weird. Floridians were presented with a *single initiative that banned both vaping and offshore drilling* [5]. Why those were combined into a single vote is something that only *Florida Man* [6] could answer. Anyway, banning workplace
vaping makes very little sense. **Vaping is 95% safer than smoking cigarettes** [7], so preventing a vaper (who may be trying to quit smoking) from getting his nicotine fix in a safer way seems counterproductive for public health. Yet, there is a growing (and strangely partisan [8]) war on the vaping industry [9].

On to 2020!
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